
Have you ever looked up at the nights sky and thought, with so many stars we can’t 
be the only planet with life such as ours? What if I was to say our planet isn’t the 
only one with life, in fact what if I was to say we are living part of a parallel life on 
ours! Unbeknownst to us we have a second existence on another planet in another 
universe, and what happens there affects us here, and vice versa, how do I know 
this, you may ask, well, until a month ago I didn’t know any of these things, I was 
just like you going about my days like any other person. 

I woke as normal, at 7 am Thursday morning, had a shower and then got myself 
dressed, then had a coffee with some toast and was ready for the day ahead. 

I live and work in a Dojo, with Mr. Mechin, first name Sato. 
After my parent’s deaths, when I was only six, he took me-in and raised me as his 

own son, he is a very wise older man with long grey hair and thin goatee beard, slim 
in build and only 5/6 tall, but what an amazing martial artist, very disciplined 
respectful and full of honour. If all men were like this man, the world would be a 
much better place. 

I’m not too sure how old he is, he has never said, I’m not too sure how it was he 
became my surrogate father, all he has ever said to me is that he knew my parents 
very well, and that their deaths were devastating to him, and thought it the right 
thing to do, to take me into his care and raise me. I can’t remember much of my 
parents, even their faces are a blur to me now. 

Anyway, I went downstairs to the Dojo, and as usual Sato was there preparing for 
the days lessons, he greeted me in his usual manner, “Good morning Jacob my son 
how are you this morning?” To which I replied, “I am very well thank you, apart 
from another strange dream last night!” Sato replied, “Oh really, explain it to me.” 

I had been having strange and very vivid dreams for about a week, Sato was very 
interested in them, and would have me try my best to recall them for him in great 
detail; it was as if they meant something to him. 

So I closed my eyes and began to explain what I could remember; “It seemed so 
real. I was on another world the sky was dark and seemed to have two moons, the 
land was mountainous and black, there were these creatures, they looked almost 
human but were deformed.” 

“Their skin was dark and shining in the moon light, their heads were bald and 
disfigured, some had eyes of red and others of yellow, with bodies very muscular 
and powerful looking, with hands that have claws instead of fingernails.” 

“There was one standing in the center of a silver circle, then there was a huge 
flash of light which came from the sky, almost like a bolt of lightning but it lasted 
about a minute! And when it had raised back to the sky the creature was gone! 

“The rest of these creatures started to go crazy in celebration, then I was back in 
our world, but now I wasn’t me! I was a woman and I was fighting this creature that 
I had watched disappear into the light, I was wounded and running for my life! I had 



a sword in my hand, its blade was covered with what I can only explain as black tar, 
then the dream suddenly ended, and I woke sweating and feeling very afraid!” 

When I opened my eyes, I could see Sato looked worried, almost afraid, his head 
and shoulders dropped as he said in a very quiet, almost a whispered voice; “Thank 
you for telling me.” I replied, “What is wrong, you look concerned by what I have 
told you, it’s just a dream!” To which he replied in a very soft but concerned voice, 
“Yes just a dream, a dream, a nightmare,” as he slowly turned and started to walk 
away with his head dropped and shaking from side to side, I placed my hand on his 
right shoulder and asked, “What is wrong?” He was silent for a few moments, then 
turned and said, “It would appear the time has come for you to know all I have to 
tell, I hope I have prepared you well for what is about to come.” Then he said; “We 
should sit and I shall begin,” as he said this I felt a shiver up my spine, I have never 
seen him like this, so much concern on his face and the tone of his voice was like 
that of a man who had the world on his shoulders. 

We sat on a training mat, he looked at me and smiled saying; “Where do I begin?” 
Then continued; “This may be hard for you to except at first.” Then with a deep 
breath; “I am not from your universe, I am from another planet much like earth, but 
in another dimension, in the past we visited your earth, to help your people evolve 
as we have.” 

 


